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Z-kai’s Zoom-Up Workbook is tailored to develop students’ mathematical thinking, problem solving, and expla-
nation skills that are necessary for their future success in STEM.  This series contains many problems that challenge 
students, because the problem solving requires them to apply mathematical concepts and develop skills that 
are uncommon to the mathematics curricula and instruction of most schools and classrooms.  This series was 
developed to reflect or surpass grade-specific Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCSS-M, 2010). 
The application of mathematical reasoning, problem solving, and explaining mathematics provides multiple 
opportunities for students to apply the CCSS-M Standards for Mathematical Content and Practice.

Z-kai has provided educational services in Japan since its inception in 1931, particularly focused on develop-
ing challenging material for advanced and gifted PreK-12 students.  Z-kai’s extensive experience focuses on 
students’ developing two important lifelong learning skills: (1) problem solving, reasoning, and flexible think-
ing; and (2) a disposition for curiosity,  independent study and research, and collaboration with others to solve 
challenging problems.  Through its success in educating more than 200,000 Japanese students each year, Z-kai 
has learned that it is better for students to solve a limited number of well-thought-out problems rather than 
numerous less-challenging ones.  In this way, students’ mathematical knowledge, thinking skills, and processing 
are maximized and made more flexible.  

This Zoom-Up Workbook contains 45 challenging problem sets that have been carefully selected to optimize 
students’ understanding and perseverance.  Given a limited number of total problems, the focus is on depth of 
understanding rather than breadth of completion.  Solving challenging tasks will help students develop confi-
dence and motivation. 

Another strength of Zoom-Up Workbooks is that many of the problems relate to the daily life of students. Apply-
ing previously-learned mathematics knowledge and skills to solve problems encountered in our daily lives 
helps students to see mathematics as useful and effective.  Just as importantly, students develop interest and 
an eagerness for applying mathematics outside of the classroom, as well as in. 

Solving challenging story problems develops students’ mathematical practice that is necessary
for success in middle school and beyond.
This workbook aims not only to build knowledge of algebra and geometry, but also to develop the following 
mathematical practice:

Problem Solving Skills:  Looking for necessary prior knowledge and utilizing this knowledge to solve new 
problem(s) that students have not yet learned to solve.
Reading, Comprehension, and Representation Skills: Comprehending mathematics problem situations and 
representing them in diagrams, tables, graphs, and expressions.
Explanation Skills: Explaining and justifying mathematical thinking processes and solutions.
Comparison and Generalization Skills: Finding effective, better, and more efficient solution processes.

These skills are required in middle school and upper-level mathematics; therefore, it is important to refine and 
solidify these skills during the elementary school years.

Z-kai Values Thinking Skills and a Disposition for Learning

Introduction
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Eamal Milmali Iwanko

This Zoom-Up Workbook contains 45 problem sets.  We recommend that you solve problems starting 
with the first problem set (Problem 01) in the workbook.  The problems are challenging, so please 
take your time and don’t easily give up on finding the solutions. It might take you a few days to solve 
each problem set. 

After you finish one problem set, check your answers by referring to the pages in the “Answers and 
Solutions” section at the back of the workbook.

If an answer is wrong, carefully read the section “How to Think and Solve” before reviewing your 
solution process.  It is a good idea not to erase any mistakes in your work. Instead, use a different 
colored pen or pencil to make corrections and/or make notes to explain your mistakes and how 
you corrected your thinking. By doing this, you will more clearly understand and remember the 
mathematics needed to solve the problem(s).

In each section titled  If you can solve this, the math - and you - are cool!If you can solve this, the math - and you - are cool! or
It’s awesome if you know!It’s awesome if you know! , you will find useful information that will help you understand and 
increase your learning.

The problems marked with the thumbs-up symbol  are very challenging problems.  When you 
figure out how to solve these problems, you should be very proud of your achievement.

Dear Parents, Dear Teachers,
The Z-kai Zoom-Up Workbook is designed for students to be able to work independently. The 
workbook provides an “Answers and Solutions” section that gives detailed explanations about 
how to think about and understand solutions to challenging problems. To develop good habits 
for learning mathematics’ problem solving, we recommend that students check and compare 
their answers and solution process to the material in “Answers and Solutions.”  We also encourage 
parents and teachers to read the explanations together with students, especially since reading 
and comprehending explanations is challenging for all students, at least some of the time. 

Since everyone should learn to enjoy the challenge of thinking about and solving
challenging problems …  let’s solve challenging problems together!

How to use Z-kai Zoom-Up Workbook
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. .5 Let’s Measure Time in a Clever Way! (Part 1)

Sarah found two hourglasses (sand timers) when she was 
cleaning a classroom. She brought them to show her teacher, 
Mr. Turner. They are talking about how they can measure 
various lengths of time using these two hourglasses.

Mr. Turner: One of the hourglasses measures 5 minutes and the other one measures 8 
minutes. What lengths of time can you measure using these two hourglasses? 

Sarah: They are 5-minute and 8-minute hourglasses, so we can measure 5 and 8 
minutes.

Mr. Turner: That’s right, but you could also measure other different lengths of time using 
both hourglasses together.

Sarah: Really?
Mr. Turner: For example, first make sure both hourglasses have all the sand in the bottom. 

Then imagine flipping both hourglasses simultaneously (at the very same 
moment). When the sand in the 5-minute hourglass runs out, flip it over 
immediately. Now start to measure the time from that moment until the sand 
of the 8-minute hourglass runs out. How many minutes of time have you 
measured? 

Sarah: Well…, I can measure   minutes.

Mr. Turner: Well done! Let’s continue with the five-minute hourglass still running. Flip 
the 8-minute hourglass as soon as its sand runs out. Start measuring the time 
at that moment. If we measure time until the sand of the 5-minute hourglass 
runs out, how many minutes of time will we have measured?

Sarah:   minutes.

Mr Turner: Exactly! Now, you know how to measure lengths of time other than 5 and 8 
minutes using these two hourglasses. 

Fill in the appropriate numbers in the  (20 points each)

1
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Sarah is thinking about how she could measure various different times with these two 
hourglasses. So she decided to continue to flip the hourglasses as soon as the sand runs 
out.  She made a diagram showing how the two hourglasses are flipped, as shown below. 

Please explain how she can measure 6 minutes. (30 points)

We continue to flip the hourglasses to measure time as Sarah did in problem . Count-
ing from the first time she flips the second hourglass, how many minutes will it take to 
see the following eight lengths of time: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 minutes?
 (30 points)

0 min

8 min 16 min

5 min 10 min
5-minute hourglass

8-minute hourglass

Two hourglasses combined

If we draw a diagram and use it to help us, the problem is 
easier to figure out and the solution looks cool, too!

(                   )
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. .Challenge Yourself to Do Geometry Puzzles 
(Part 1)9

Ms. Evans and Natalia are talking about a geometry puzzle.

A rectangle is made up of 2 rows of 5 squares.
Split the rectangle into two identical shapes (make 
sure you use the dotted lines as a guide to splitting
 the original rectangle). 
If these two shapes exactly match each other when 
flipped and/or rotated, then this is one way of splitting 
the rectangle.

Natalia : I found 2 ways to divide the rectangle. Are these all the ways the rectangle can 
be split into two?

Ms. Evans : There is one more way to split the rectangle. Be careful, because if you turn 
and flip the pieces in figure (B) the two pieces match and are the same. So, 
this way of splitting the shape (as shown below) is not a different way.  

Find one more way to split the rectangle. Draw lines to show how you split the rectangle.  
(20 points)

Natalia : There are only three ways to split a rectangle with two rows of five squares. If 
we don’t start with this rectangle, there are many ways to connect 5 squares. 

Ms. Evans : Yes. Let’s think about what kinds of five-square figures are possible. It should 
be very interesting to investigate.

1

(Figure A) (Figure B)
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In addition to figures (A) and (B) shown to the left, there are 10 more figures made up 
of 5 squares. Draw all the figures in the grid below. Figures with squares that are con-
nected only at a point will not be included, such as figure (C) shown below. If one shape 
exactly matches another shape when it is flipped or rotated, the shapes will be consid-
ered the same. (8 points each)

Focus on the number of squares that are connected horizontally and 
use that to think in an organized manner about what to do next. For 
example, figure (B) has 4 squares connected horizontally. 

(C)

Hint

The figure you found in  is one of the figures you 
are looking for.
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. .Challenge Yourself to Do Geometry Puzzles 
(Part 2)10

We found 12 different figures made up of 5 squares, as shown below.

Can you completely fill a rectangle made up of 3 rows of 5 squares 
using the combinations of three figures given below? You may flip or 
rotate the figures to fill the rectangle.  Put a √ mark to indicate which 
combinations work. (10 points each)

                                                     The figures B, D and G

                                                     The figures F, I and L

                                                     The figures H, J and K

                                                     The figures C, E, and F

1

A B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

(                   )
(                   )
(                   )
(                   )
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Even if you use figures A to L multiple times, and flip and rotate 
the figures, it’s impossible to fill a rectangle made up of 4 rows of 
6 squares. Explain why this is impossible. 
(30 points)

Pay attention to the area you need to cover. If you think about the area 
of one square as 1 cm², …

The rectangle below is made up of 3 rows of 20 squares, and it is already filled with the 
figures G, H, C, and K. Fill the rectangle completely using the rest of the 8 figures only 
once. You can flip and rotate the figures. (30 points)

Pentominos are shapes that are composed of 5 connected squares. There are 12 
different figures as shown in figures A to L in the previous problem. (If we include 
figures that are flips or rotations of B, C, D, and H, there are a total of 18 figures.)

We use the 12 figures only once to fill the rectangle in problem  above.  In 
the same way, we can also fill rectangles with 4 rows of 15 squares, 5 rows of 12 
squares, and 6 rows of 10 squares.

If we consider figures that are the same when they are flipped or rotated, there 
are 2 ways to fill the 3 rows of a rectangle with 20 squares. As for the rectangle 
made up of 6 rows of 10 squares, there are 2,339 ways to fill it!

Hint

Pentominos
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. .

Olivia, Emma, Maia, Theo, and Liam are chocolate lovers.  They are organizing a chocolate 
party to exchange their favorite chocolates. They are very excited and are thinking a lot 
about what kind of chocolate they will bring to their party.

Olivia decided to make her own chocolate.  She melted chocolate bars 
and poured them into small aluminum molds.  She used 3 chocolate bars 
of 40 grams each to make a total of 16 chocolate pieces. What is the aver-
age weight of a piece of her chocolate in grams? 
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)

Olivia bought 10 heart-shaped, 3 star-shaped, and 7 circle-shaped aluminum molds 
when she was making the chocolates described in problem . The average price of an 
aluminum mold is 10.5 cents. How much did she pay to purchase all the aluminum 
molds? (10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)

The Mechanism of Averages (Part 1)13

Math Sentence

Math Sentence

Answer (                   )

Answer (                   )

ChocChoc

1
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Emma went to Pop Chocolate Store to buy her chocolates. Pop Chocolate has 7 kinds of 
chocolate that are wrapped in individual pieces.  A salesperson told her, “The average 
price of a piece of wrapped chocolate is 93 cents.”  Emma decided to buy one piece of 
each kind of chocolate.  If she pays with a $10 bill, how much change will she get? 
(15 points for the math sentence, 15 points for the answer)

Maia found a chocolate store that sells chocolate by the weight. She can 
fill a plastic bag with up to 250 grams of chocolates.

She put 8 pieces of chocolate in a bag and measured the bag’s weight. 
The weight was 25.6 g, so the average weight of a piece of chocolate 

is   g. If she uses this average weight and continues to 

fill the bag until it has 30 chocolates, the total weight of the chocolate will be about 
  g. Moreover, if the total weight of chocolate reaches 250 g, she will know 

there are about   pieces of chocolate in the bag.  

Fill in the  with appropriate numbers.  In space , make sure your answer 
is expressed as a whole number by rounding at the first decimal place (rounding the 
tenths to a whole number).  (10 points each)

Math Sentence

Answer (                   )
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. .

Let’s Use Factors! (Part 2)18

Emily is putting cookies into gift bags to give to her friends. 

She wants to put 35 cookies into each gift bag. If she puts the same number of cookies 
into bags without any cookies left over, how many bags could she make?  Record all 
possible cases, including the case of her putting all cookies into one bag. (20 points)

She decided to put some cookies and candies into gift bags.  She wants to make sure she 
makes 3 or more bags.  Each bag must have an equal number of cookies and candies 
inside without having any left over.  She has 35 cookies and 15 candies.  How many bags 
can she make?  (30 points)

1

(                                              )

(                   )
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Now, Emily dicided to put some cookies and gumballs into gift bags. She has 28 cookies 
and 21 gumballs.  First of all, she put the same number of cookies into each bag, and as 
a result, 4 cookies were left over. After that, she also put the same number of gumballs 
into the same bag that she put the cookies in to wrap them together, and then 5 were 
gumballs left over. She would like to make as many bags as possible. How many bags 
did she make?  (50 points)

(                   )

Let’s think about Problem  by first considering the number of 
cookies and gumballs after subtracting those that were left over.
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. .Let’s Analyze the Meaning of Math Sentences 21

Look at the arrangement of matchsticks.

Alex and Benjamin found the number of matchsticks by setting up math sentences.

Interpret Alex and Benjamin’s math sentences to explain how they solved the problem. 
(20 points eatch)

                                        Alex 

                                Benjamin

1

Alex

1 + 3 × 8 = 25 (matchsticks)

Benjamin

4 + 3 × (8 − 1) = 25 (matchsticks)
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Look at the picture of green counters. Maritza, Elle, and Mario 
found the number of counters by using the math sentences 
below.  Use the figures and explain in writing how each student 
solved to find the number of counters. (20 points eatch)

Maritza 

Elle 

Mario

2

3 × 3 × 8 = 72 (counters)

9 × 9 − 3 × 3 = 72 (counters)

6 × 3 × 4 = 72 (counters)
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. .Ideas for Calculating Easily and Accurately
 (Part 1)22

Properties of operations can be used to calculate easily and accurately. Oscar wants to 
be better at calculations, so he is trying to solve calculation problems using properties 
of operations. Accurately calculate problems 1 to 3 by using the properties of operations 
shown below and any other properties of operations you have previously learned. 
(20 points each)

3.14 × 14 + 39 × 3.14 + 3.14 × 47

6
7  × 43 - 3

7  × 45 + 9
7  × 12

7 × 1.1 × 9.5 + 9.5 × 7 × 3.4 + 5.5 × 9.5 × 7

In problems  and , we can’t immediately use the properties of 
operations listed above. So, let’s think about how we can find “A” in the 
Properties of Operations listed above. 

A × B + A × C + A × D = A (B + C + D)
A × B – A × C + A × D = A (B – C + D)

Properties of Operations:

Hint

1
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Oscar and Violet are discussing ideas to solve a problem that involves 
multiplication of decimals.

Oscar: We had a lot of homework on multiplication of decimals. I solved the problems 
using an algorithm and paying attention to the locations of decimal points.

Violet: It’s easy to make mistakes when multiplying decimals. Actually, when I did my 
homework, I did some calculations mentally, such as 2.3 × 10.1.

Oscar: Wow!  How did you do that?  Could you tell me how to do it?
Violet: I split 10.1 into 10 and 0.1. If you do that, then the calculation can be done men-

tally because multiplying by 10 or 0.1 is easy.
Oscar: I see! I’ll try to use your strategy and do the calculations. 

Solve 2.3 × 10.1 mentally. (20 points)

Referring to Violet’s calculation strategy, solve 3.5 × 9.9 mentally. (20 points)

 

2

It will be awesome, if you can calculate decimals mentally!

(                   )

(                   )
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. .

Multiplication of Decimals (Part 2)29

Use algorithms to calculate the following problems. (5 points each)1

30 × 0.2

7 3.14 × 6.2

121 × 0.55

43 × 1.7

4.34 × 7.05

7.3 × 9.6

27 × 9.8

9.16 × 2.87

4.1 × 0.75
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Use the calculation 123 × 45 = 5535 to find the products of the following problems.
(5 points each)

12.3 × 4.5

1230 × 0.45

 0.123 × 45000

Think about and apply an efficient strategy to calculate the following problems.
(20 points each)

3.14 × 4.8 + 3.14 × 5.2

4 × 7.23 × 25

3

2
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. .

Shaquille found the following rule for calculating fractions:

The size of a fraction does not change if you multiply or divide the 
denominator and the numerator by the same number

For example, when the denominator and numerator of the fraction 1
2  is multiplied by 

6,729, it will be 1
2  = 6729

13458 .
Shaquille is challenging himself to solve a fraction puzzle that uses this rule.

The fraction 6729
13458  uses all numbers from 1 to 9 once. Among fractions 

that use numbers 1 to 9 only once, such as 6729
13458 , there are only 12 

fractions that equal 1
2  . Among these fractions, three of them have 9 in 

the thousands place of the numerator. Find these three fractions.

Find the answer to the fraction puzzle. (20 points each)

Mystery of Fractions (Part 2)33

1

(             )(             )(             )

Fraction Puzzle

You might want to think about the ten-thousands place of the 
denominator and the one-thousands place of the numerator, first.
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Pizzeria Cucina is famous for delicious pizzas. The restaurant gives points when customers 
purchase food. The customers save points and use them to get free pizzas. Today is Febru-
ary 9th and it is National Pizza Day. The picture below shows Pizzeria Cucina’s National 
Pizza Day special instructions about how to use the points accumulated by a customer. 
Unfortunately, the points customers need to get a free 1

4  of a regular size pizza were erased 
accidently by someone at the shop.

The restaurant owner uses a rule for the points needed to get different-sized free slices. 
To figure out the rule, look at the table the restaurant owner posted. Then, find the points 
needed to get 1

4  of a regular size pizza free.

Fractions with a numerator of 1, such as 1
2 , 1

3 , 1
4 , … are called unit fractions.  

The line that separates the denominator and the numerator is called a fraction 
bar or a vinculum. 
Now, you know a lot about fractions and are well on your way to becoming a 
math scholar!

Knowledge about Fractions

National Pizza Day  Point SpecialNational Pizza Day  Point Special
You usually need to use 2800 of your points to get a whole 
regular pizza for free. Today you can get a whole pizza for 400 
fewer points! Today you can also get di�erent-sized free slices 
using fewer points than usual.

You usually need to use 2800 of your points to get a whole 
regular pizza for free. Today you can get a whole pizza for 400 
fewer points! Today you can also get di�erent-sized free slices 
using fewer points than usual.

slice
size  

1
 2  

1
 3  

1
 4  

1
6  

1
8  

points 1250  850   450  350  

Math Sentence

Answer (                   )

2
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. .45 Challenging Problems about Volume (Part 2)

Nadine, Takeshi, and Amy tried to solve a challenging problem about the volume of a solid.

This solid looks like a “cross.”   What is the volume of this solid?

All of them found the solid’s volume. Each person explained his/her own solution, 
as follows.

Nadine: I found the volume by splitting the solid into four rectangular prisms and a cube.
Takeshi: I thought about a large rectangular prism that includes this solid. Then I removed 

the parts that were not part of the original figure.
Amy: I looked at it as two long rectangular prisms that cross each other. I paid attention 

to the part where these prisms overlap. 

Which of the following math sentence represents each person’s solution? 
(10 points each)

a. 8 × 8 × 2 – (3 × 3 × 2) × 4
b. 2 × 8 × 2 + (2 × 3 × 2) × 2
c. (2 × 8 × 2) × 2 – 2 × 2 × 2
d. (2 × 3 × 2) × 4 + 2 × 2 × 2

                                                                                    Nadine 

                                                                                    Takeshi 

                                                                                         Amy

1

3 cm
2 cm

2 cm
3cm

2 cm
3 cm

3 cm

(                   )
(                   )
(                   )
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Find the volume of the solid. (20 points)

                                                                                                                                                       cm³

There is a cube with 8 cm edges. Now, we will make a square hole 
that passes through from one side to the other side, as shown on 
the right. The dimension of the square opening is 2 cm by 2 cm 
and its location runs from the center of one of the faces through to 
the center of the opposite face.

Find the volume of the solid. (20 points)

Next, we will make one more square hole with sides of 2 cm on 
the adjacent face of the cube which also passes through to the 
center of the opposite face. Find the volume of this solid.  
(30 points)

Think about what the holes look like inside the cube.  You have already 
seen this shape before.

2

(                   )

(                   )

(                   )
Hint

2 cm
2 cm

8 cm
8 cm

8 cm

2 cm

2 cm

8 cm

8 cm

8 cm

2 cm
2 cm
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How to use the Answers and Solutions Section

Problems in the Zoom-Up Workbook are not limited to the typical grade level content you learn in most 
math classes; however, many problems are solvable using mathematics knowledge and skills you have 
learned so far, if you know how to apply what you know.  Most Zoom-Up problems are challenging, but 
the problems will help you develop problem solving skills, logical reasoning skills, explanation skills and 
perseverance. 

When you solve these problems successfully, your confidence in learning mathematics will  increase and 
you will become a great problem solver and a strong young mathematician!

 Please check your answers carefully and think about the solutions discussed in the “Answers and 
Solutions” section.
 Then add up the points according to the points guide given for each problem.
 If you make a mistake, read “How to Think and Solve” carefully and reflect on your solution process.  
Do not erase your mistakes; instead, keep a record of each error. Use a different color pen when you 
revise the solution and write down a clear explanation of how you made each mistake. What was your 
thinking and why was it incorrect?  What things do you want to be sure to remember the next time? 
You will learn so much more if you think carefully and take your time to record what you have learned!

Dear Parents, Dear Teachers,
This “Answers and Solutions” section of the Zoom-Up Workbook explains answers and gives 
helpful points for thinking about and solving each problem. Detailed solution processes are 
included for most of the challenging problems.  Although the Zoom-Up Workbook is designed 
for students to study challenging problems on their own, it is helpful if parents and teachers 
read this book and support a student’s learning by discussing the details. It may be helpful to 
provide clues that will help students understand solution processes.  The book contains very 
challenging problems, so it is important for parents and teachers to help encourage students’ 
interest in solving problems and to enjoy the challenge.

Point 1:
Answers  lists correct answers to all 

problems.

Point 2:
How to Think and Solve  discusses 

thinking and solution pro-
cesses.
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This is one way to measure 6 minutes. There 
are also more ways to measure 6 minutes. For 
example, if you start measuring time after flip-
ping the 8-minute hourglass four times (which 
measures 24 minutes), you will be able to mea-
sure a time interval of 6 minutes between that 
24-minute point and the point when the 5-min-
ute hourglass is empty for the sixth time (when 
30 min has passed): therefore,
30 – 24 = 6 (minutes).

If your response demonstrates an understand-
ing of the starting and the ending points of 
measurement, it is correct.

If we note all intervals on a multiple number 
line as represented in question , we can visu-
ally represent the following times in minutes:
0, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 20, 24, 25, 30, 32, 35, …. 

Using these results, we can calculate 8 different 
time intervals from 1 minute through 8 minutes.

1 minute:
 16 – 15 = 1
 16 elapsed min to measure a 1-min difference

2 minutes:
 10 – 8 = 2
 10 elapsed min to measure a 2-min difference

3 minutes:
 8 – 5 = 3
 8 elapsed min to measure a 3-min difference

4 minutes:
 20 – 16 = 4
 20 elapsed min to measure a 4-min difference

5 minutes:
 5 – 0 = 5
 5 elapsed min, of course!

5

 3  2
[Example] 
Start measuring the time interval right after 
the 5-minute hourglass is flipped 3 times (10 
minutes from the starting first flip) and end 
measuring the time interval when the 8-minute 
hourglass is flipped 3 times (16 minutes from 
the start). Using this method, Sarah can mea-
sure 6 minutes.
20 minutes

 You are measuring the time interval from the 
end of a 5-minute hourglass to the end of an 
8-minute hourglass. 
So,            is a time interval of 8 – 5 = 3 (minutes).

 Here you are measuring the time interval 
from the end of an 8-minute hourglass to 
the end of the second time interval of the 
5-minute hourglass (that is, 5 min × 2, or 10 
minutes have elapsed).
So,             is a time interval of 10 – 8 = 2 (min-
utes).

Carefully study the number line in the diagram 
labeled “Two hourglasses combined.” Look for 
the place that aligns with the 6-minute interval 
on the number line. When you flip a 5-minute 
hourglass three times (including the first flip 
to start measuring time), you can measure 10 
minutes. When you flip the 8-minute hour-
glass three times (including the first flip to start 
measuring time), you can measure 16 minutes. 
So, you can measure 6 minutes by subtracting 
them: 16 – 10 = 6 (minutes).

Let’s Measure Time in a Clever Way! (Part 1)

Answers

1

How to Think and Solve

1
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6 minutes:
 16 – 10 = 6
 16 elapsed min to measure a 6-min difference

7 minutes:
 15 – 8 = 7
 15 elapsed min to measure a 7-min difference

8 minutes:
 8 – 0 = 8
 8 elapsed min, of course!

The last time interval that we can measure is 4 
minutes and it will take 20 elapsed minutes.

Furthermore, by knowing we can measure 1 
minute by 16 – 15 = 1, we can say that we can 
measure all minute intervals. For example, if we 
want to measure 11 minutes, we can multiply 
both 16 minutes and 15 minutes by 11 since the 
difference between them is 1 minute.
16 × 11 – 15 × 11 = 11 (11 minutes) This means 
that we can measure 11 minutes at 16 × 11 = 176 
minutes of elapsed time.  However, since we can 
measure 11 minutes by finding the difference 
between 16 minutes and 5 minutes, 
16 – 5 = 11, we don’t need to wait 176 minutes 
to measure 11 minutes.
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[Example] 

[Example] There are 10 ways to compose a 
5-square figure, as shown below. 

If you rotate the rectangle you will see the same 
two 5-square shapes. If you thought about split-
ting the rectangle as shown below, that is the 
correct third way to split the rectangle. 

You may randomly think of 5-square figures 
that are different, but if you think logically in 
an organized manner, it will become easier to 
investigate. So, now let’s investigate by thinking 
about the number of squares aligned horizon-
tally to start.  Recognize that only Figure A that 
Natalia initially found has five squares aligned 
horizontally.

Think about making a 5-square figure starting 
with 4 squares in a line. Let’s think about where 
we can add the fifth square. If you look at the 
diagram on the next page, you can see that you 
can’t make a different shape by adding anoth-
er square where there are Xs. When a square 
is added in box A, it will be the same shape as 
figure B that Natalia initially found. 

1

9 Challenge Yourself to Do Geometry Puzzles (Part 1)

Answers

1

How to Think and Solve

If a square is added in box B, then you can cre-
ate a different shape which looks like the figure 
below.

If you put the fifth square in any of the C box-
es and rotate or flip the shape, you will see the 
same shape as either figure B (that Natalia ini-
tially found) or the figure shown above (when a 
square was added in box B).

Next, let’s use the diagram below to check 
shapes that start with 3 squares in a row. If you 
put a fourth square in box D in the diagram 
shown below, the only possible places you can 
put the last square are in the E boxes. From this, 
we can find 7 figures.

Similarly, if we add a square in box F in the 
diagram below, the last square can be placed in 
box G. Adding box F will give us only one more 
shape, as shown below:

Now let’s check to see what happens when you 
start with only two squares. We can make only 
one more different 5-square shape shown below. 

You may find a figure that looks different from 
the figures above. Be sure to rotate or flip your 
figures to see if your figure matches with the 
figure.  If your shape matches, then it is correct.

A BX C C

C CC C

X

X X
XX

E E

EE E

D
E

E X
X
X

X
X

F

G

X
X
X

X

X X X
X
XX
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 ✓Yes  ×No  ×No  ✓Yes
[Example]
Let the area of a square be 1 cm². Since the area 
of each of the figures A to L is 5 cm², the sum 
of the area of any combination of these figures 
must be a multiple of 5. The area of the rectan-
gle that is made up of squares in 4 rows and 6 
columns is 24 cm², which is not a multiple of 5. 
Therefore, it is not possible to fill this 4 × 6 rect-
angle using any combination of figures A to L.

 The rectangle can be filled with the shapes B, 
D, and G as shown below. 

 It’s impossible to fill this rectangle using 
shapes F, I and L. If figure L is positioned so 
that one side aligns to the rectangle’s right or 
left side, it will leave some spaces unfilled. This 
means the only possible place to put figure L is 
in the center. However, when figure L is placed 
in the center and rotated or flipped, the two 
remaining unfilled areas cannot be filled by 
figures F and I. 
 All three figures will leave spaces unfilled 
when they are positioned to align with the 
right or the left sides of the rectangle. So, 
the figures cannot fill the rectangle with the 
shapes H, J and K.
 The rectangle can be filled with the shapes C, 
E, and F as shown below.

10 Challenge Yourself to Do Geometry Puzzles (Part 2)

Answers

1

How to Think and Solve

Problem  is a difficult problem that requires 
an explanation of why we can’t fill the 6 by 4 
rectangle. Even if you try to place pieces and 
explain your thinking, the task will be a difficult 
one, because it looks like there are many differ-
ent ways to fill the rectangle. So, let’s explore an 
explanation using a characteristic of the shapes 
as a group (rather than investigating each shape 
one at a time). 

Let’s focus on the fact that all figures A to L do 
not have the same shape, but do have the same 
area with 5 squares. Let the area of a square be 
1 cm². If the rectangle is filled with some com-
bination of shapes A to L, the area of the sum 
of these shapes would have to be a multiple of 5 
cm². However, the area of the rectangle is 6 × 4 
= 24 (cm²), which is not a multiple of 5. So, it’s 
clear that the rectangle cannot be filled by using 
any combination of these figures.

This is a problem that requires tenacious think-
ing, using logical trial and error to find the 
solution. You will find clues by thinking about 
and using the characteristics of the shapes. 
For example,

• Since the rectangle has 3 rows, the figures A, 
B and D must be placed horizontally. (Figure 
C is already placed inside the rectangle.)

• No matter how figure J is rotated, it will have 
the same shape. (So, we know that shape J 
will have a place somewhere in the rectangle.)

• As written above in problem  : If figure J or 
figure L is aligned with the right side of the 
rectangle, there will be some spaces left un-
filled. So, these figures must not be aligned 
with the right side.

Remember, it’s important to use these clues to 
think about the solution.

1
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 Think about each piece of chocolate as 3.2g 
which we found as the average weight of a 
piece of chocolate in .  The total weight of 
30 chocolates can be found by 
3.2 × 30 = 96 (g)

 Using the same method as above, let the 
weight of each chocolate be 3.2g.
Number of units = Total ÷ Average
250 ÷ 3.2 = 78.1…
Rounding decimals at tenths to make a whole 
number, you will get 78 as the number of 
chocolates.
You can also write a sentence using □ as the 
number of chocolates.
The weight of □ number of chocolates is 
250g. The average weight of each chocolate 
can be thought as 3.2g.

250 ÷ □ = 3.2
250 = 3.2 × □
□ = 250 ÷ 3.2

From this math sentence, we found the an-
swer to be 78 chocolates just as before. 

Math Sentence: 40 × 3 = 120
 120 ÷ 16 = 7.5
Answer: 7.5 g
Math Sentence: 10 + 3 + 7 = 20
 10.5 × 20 = 210
Answer: 210 cents ($2.1)
Math Sentence: 93 × 7= 651
 1,000 - 651= 349
Answer: 349 cents ($3.49)

 3.2  96  78

The total amount of chocolate is 40 × 3 = 120 (g)
Average = Total ÷ Number of units
So, the average weight of a chocolate bar is 
120 ÷ 16 = 7.5 (g)

The total number of aluminum molds is 
10 + 3 + 7 = 20 (aluminum molds)
Total = Average × Number of units
So, the total price of the aluminum molds is 
10.5 × 20 = 210 (cents)
She paid 2 dollars and 10 cents. 

Total = Average × Number of units
So, when he buys 7 different kinds of chocolate, 
93 × 7 = 651 (cents)
It is 6 dollars and 51 cents.
If she pays with a 10 dollar bill, she will get $10 
– $6.51 = $3.49 in change

 Since 8 chocolates weigh 25.6g, the average 
weight of a piece of chocolate is
25.6 ÷ 8 = 3.2 (g)

13 The Mechanism of Average (Part 1)

Answers

How to Think and Solve

1

1
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1 bag, 5 bags, 7 bags and 35 bags
5 bags
8 bags

Since she will divide 35 cookies into bags with 
the same number of cookies and without any 
extra cookies (without a remainder), we use the 
factors of 35.
So, she will use 1, 5, 7 or 35 bags.

Since she will divide the same number of 
cookies and candies without a remainder, we 
consider only numbers that both 35 and 15 are 
divisible by. This means we consider only the 
common factors of 35 and 15.

Factors of 35: 1, 5, 7, 35 (from the problem )
Factors of 15: 1, 3, 5, 15

So, the common factors are 1 and 5.
Since she will divide the treats into 3 or more 
bags, the answer is she will use 5 bags.

The key point to this problem is for you to think 
about how to use the remainders. You have to 
notice two important things:

First, remember to subtract the remainders 
from the respective numbers. After subtracting 
the remainders, you can divide the remaining 
numbers without remainders. Since the remain-
ders are 4 cookies and 5 gumballs, consider the 
following: 

cookies:  28 – 4 = 24 
gumballs:  21 – 5 = 16

18 Let’s use Factors! (Part 2)

Answers

How to Think and Solve

1

1

Since you are going to divide 24 cookies and 16 
gummies into bags without any left over, find 
the common factors of 24 and 16.

Factors of 24: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24
Factors of 16: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16

Now, notice that the remainder numbers must 
be less than the number of bags. Since the re-
mainders are 4 cookies and 5 gummies, the 
number of bags Emily used must be more than 6. 
Since 8 is the only common factor of 24 and 16 
that is greater than 6, there will be 8 bags in all.
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21 Let’s Analyze the Meaning of Math Sentences

Answers

1

There are eight groups of 3 × 3 counters that 
share one side. You can explain the process by 
drawing the figures as shown below.

(Alex)

 
(Benjamin)
 

If your response includes the points below, 
it is correct.

• About Alex’s solution: You explained the 
position and number of matchsticks as one 
stick and (3 × 8) sticks.

• About Benjamin’s solution: You explained 
the position and the number of matchsticks 
as four sticks and 3 × (8 – 1) sticks.

This task requires you to use math strategies 
to find the number of counters. Let’s try to use 
multiple strategies and to explain simply and 
clearly! It’s very effective to explain our reason-
ing by drawing and using figures.

If your responses include the two points below, 
you will get 10 points.

• A clear drawing (figure) that shows how the 
students divided the counters into square 
or rectangular groups.

• A clear explanation of how they divided 
and were thinking about the counters.

[Example] 
Alex : He divided the shape by counting the one 
matchstick at the very end and then counting 
the remaining sets of 3 matchsticks (there are 8 
sets of 3 matches which each look like a back-
ward “C”)
Benjamin : He divided the shape into a square 
made up of 4 matchsticks and (8 – 1) sets of 3 
matchsticks. 

[Example] 
Maritza divided the shape into eight groups of 
3×3 counters.

Elle put counters in the center to fill in the 
shape. She used this larger group of 9 × 9 count-
ers that contains the smaller group of 3 × 3 
counters in the center, so she subtracted the 3×3 
counters she added to fill in the shape.

Mario divided the shape into four groups of 6 × 
3 counters.

1

2

2

How to Think and Solve
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314
33
665

23.23
34.65

If you can find common numbers, then you 
can use a calculation strategy. Let’s use multiple 
strategies and properties of calculations to cal-
culate faster and more accurately!

Notice that 3.14 is a common factor in each 
multiplication portion of the math sentence. 

3.14 × 14 + 39 × 3.14 + 3.14 × 47
= 3.14 × 14 +3.14 × 39 + 3.14 × 47
= 3.14 × (14 + 39+ 47)
= 3.14 × 100
= 314

Notice that 6
7  and 9

7  are whole number multi-

ples of 3
7

.

6
7  × 43 – 3

7
 × 45 + 9

7
  × 12

= 3
7

 × 2 × 43 − 3
7

 × 45 + 3
7

 × 3 × 12

= 3
7

 × 86 − 3
7   × 45 + 3

7  × 36

= 3
7  × (86 − 45 + 36 )

= 3
7

 × 77

= 33

22 Ideas for Calculating Easily and Accurately (Part 1)

Answers

How to Think and Solve

1

1

2

Notice that 7 and 9.5 are common to each mul-
tiplication part of the math sentence.

7 × 1.1 × 9.5 + 9.5 × 7 × 3.4 + 5.5 × 9.5 × 7
= 7 × 9.5 × 1.1 + 7 × 9.5 × 3.4 + 7 × 9.5 × 5.5
= 66.5 × 1.1 + 66.5 × 3.4 + 66.5 × 5.5
= 66.5 × (1.1 + 3.4 + 5.5)
= 66.5 × 10
= 665

If we split 10.1 into 10 and 0.1, we can calculate 
mental math using a multiplication strategy and 
property. 

A × (B + C) = A × B + A × C

2.3 × 10.1 = 2.3 × (10 + 0.1)
 = 2.3 × 10 + 2.3 × 0.1
 = 23 + 0.23
 = 23.23

The key to solving this problem is to consider 
using 9.9 as the difference between 10 and 0.1. 
So, then we can use a multiplication strategy 
and property.  

A × (B – C) = A × B – A × C

3.5 × 9.9 = 3.5 × (10 – 0.1)
 = 3.5 × 10 – 3.5 × 0.1
 = 35 + 0.35
 = 34.65

2
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Use the sentence 123 × 45 = 5,535 to reason 
about and solve these problems that differ by 
only the placement of decimals. Check how 
many times more or how many times less the 
factors are from the factors in the given sen-
tence above (123 × 45 = 5, 535).

1
10  of 123 equals 12.3.
1

10  of 45 equals 4.5.

So, the product will be 1
10  × 1

10  or 1
100  of 5,535.

The product will be 55.35.

10 times 123 is equal to 1,230.
1

100  times 45 is equal to 0.45.

So, the product will be 1
10  times 5,535.

The product will be 553.5.

1
1000  times 123 is equal to 0.123.

1,000 times 45 is equal to 45,000.
So, the product is equal to 5,535.

We use a property of multiplication.
  3.14 × 4.8 + 3.14 × 5.2
= 3.14 × (4.8 + 5.2)
= 3.14 × 10
= 31.4

We use the fact that 4 × 25 is equal to100.
4 × 7 .23 × 25 = 4 × 25 × 7.23
            = 100 × 7.23
            = 723

2

3

 9. 1 6
× 2. 8 7
6 4 1 2

7 3 2 8
1 8 3 2
2 6. 2 8 9 2

6  73.1  264.6  66.55
70.08  3.075  19.468 H  30.597
26.2892

55.35  553.5  5535

31.4  723

Always be careful about where you place the 
decimal point.

 3 0
× 0. 2
 6. 0

29 Multiplication of Decimals (Part 2)

Answers

How to Think and Solve

1

2

3

1

 4 3
× 1. 7
3 0 1
4 3
7 3. 1

 1 2 1
× 0. 5 5

6 0 5
6 0 5
6 6. 5 5

 3. 1 4
× 6. 2

6 2 8
1 8 8 4
1 9. 4 6 8

 4. 3 4
× 7. 0 5
2 1 7 0

3 0 3 8
3 0. 5 9 7 0

 4. 1
× 0. 7 5

2 0 5
2 8 7

3. 0 7 5

 2 7
× 9. 8
2 1 6

2 4 3
2 6 4. 6

 7. 3
× 9. 6
4 3 8

6 5 7
7 0. 0 8

H
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The points you need to get the whole regular 
pizza free is 2,800 – 400 = 2,400 (points) on this 
special day.
If you think carefully about this, the points you 
need to get a free half pizza should be 2,400 ÷ 2 
= 1,200 (points).
However, you need 50 points more than 1,200. 

This rule applies for the points of 1
3 , 1

6 , and 1
8  

sized slices. (e.g., in the case of 1/3 slice: 2,400 ÷ 
3 = 800, 800 + 50 = 850)
Using this rule, you can find the points you 

need to get a free 1
4  slice. 

2

9267
18534 , 9273

18546 , 9327
18654

Math Sentence: 2400 ÷ 4 = 600
 600 + 50 = 650
Answer: 650 points

The relationship between the numerator and 
the denominator is, as follows: 

(numerator) × 2 = (denominator)

The number in the thousands place of the nu-
merator is 9. So, the ten-thousands place of the 
denominator should be 1 and the thousands 
place of the denominator should be 8 or 9. 
However, 9 is already used for the numerator, 
so it will be 8.
So, the fraction we are looking for is something 
like:

9　　 
18　　 .

By using the remaining numbers 2 to 7, you 
make a math sentence  × 2 = .
Then if you notice that  allows for only a 2 or 
3, and  allows for only 2, 4 or 6, you can find 
the answer easily.
There are 8 more fractions that equal 1

2  as 
shown below:

6792
13584 , 6927

13854 , 7269
14538 , 7293

14586

7329
14658 , 7692

15384 , 7923
15846 , 7932

15864

33 Mystery of Fractions (Part 2)

Answers

How to Think and Solve

1

2

1
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45 Challenging Problems about Volume (Part 2)

Nadine: d
Takeshi: a
Amy: c
56 cm³

480 cm³
456 cm³

In Nadine’s solution, we can identify that she di-
vided the solid along the dotted lines, as shown 
below.

So, the math sentence, (2×3×2) × 4 + (2×2×2), 
represents Norimasa’s solution.

In Takeshi’s solution, it is assumed that he sub-
tracted the volume of the four prisms on the 
corners from the volume of the larger prism 
drawn with dotted lines, as shown below.

So, the math sentence, (8×8×2) – (3×3×2) × 4, 
represents Takeshi’s solution.

Amy thought about the two long rectangular 
prisms (as shown below) that intersect to create 
the cross shape. 

The overlapping part where two prisms are 

Answers

How to Think and Solve

1

intersecting creates a cube whose edge is 2 cm.  
The volume of the center cubic space is counted 
twice; therefore, this volume must be subtracted 
one time.
So, the math sentence, (2×8×2) × 2 – (2×2×2), 
represents Amy’s solution.

By using Nadine’s math sentence, the volume of 
the solid can be found by
(2×3×2) × 4 + (2×2×2) = 48 + 8 = 56 (cm³)
Even if you use Takeshi’s and Amy’s math sen-
tences, the volume will be the same.

The volume of the cube is 8 × 8 × 8 = 512 (cm³)
The hole that runs through the center is a rect-
angular prism with a base of 2 cm × 2 cm and a 
height of 8 cm.
The volume of the rectangular prism is
 2 × 2 × 8 = 32 (cm³)
So, the volume of the solid is 512 – 32 = 480 (cm³)

The holes are made of the two rectangular 
prisms whose volume was found in  above. 
However, these prisms are intersecting at the 
same height inside the cube.  Therefore, the 
volume will be equal to the cross figure that 
we found in problem 1 . So, the volume of this 
solid is 512 – 56 = 456 (cm³).

If the top 3 cm of the solid is cut off, the figure 
will be shown as below.

There is another solution.  Subtract the volume 
of two rectangular prisms whose base is 2 cm 
× 2 cm and height is 3 cm from the volume of 
solid that we found in  above.
480 – (2×2×3) × 2 = 480 – 24 = 456 (cm³)

1

2

2

8 cm

2 cm
2 cm
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There were so many challenging problems 
you solved in this book. You must have de-
veloped strong reasoning and mathematical 
skills. Z-kai hopes you can see mathematics 
everywhere in your life and enjoy finding and 
writing new and exciting problems for your 
friends and you to solve! 

©Z-kai Inc.
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